Tossup 1: Which Roman king’s reign saw a duel between the Horatii and Curiatii triplets in order to settle a dispute between the cities of Alba longa and Rome?

Tullus Hostilius
B1. Who was the king of Alba Longa during this duel who eventually died a brutal death? Mettius Fufetius
B2. How exactly was Mettius Fufetius killed for his treachery towards the Romans? He was drawn and quartered (pulled apart from two chariots)

Tossup 2: Where would one find the latin mottoes novus ordo seclorum, e pluribus unum, and annuit coeptis?

The U.S dollar bill
B1. Which of those three mottoes is the motto of the United States? E pluribus unum
B2. Translate both of the other mottoes mentioned in the tossup
Novus ordo seclorum-New order of the ages, Annuit coeptis- he has favored our undertakings

Tossup 3: What star-crossed lovers had to communicate through a small crack in the wall because their parents disapproved of their love?

Pyramuls and Thisbe
B1. Where did Pyramus and Thisbe live? Babylon
B2. After Pyramus and Thisbe killed themselves, what fruit changed from white to red? Mulberry

Tossup 4: Which of the following words does not belong due to meaning, caput, pes, gladius, or brachium?

Gladius (not a body part)
B1: Which of the following prepositions does not belong due to the case it takes, de, sin e, cum, or prope?
Prope
B2: Which of the following nouns does not belong due to gender? Pecunia, Puella, Poeta, or Silva Poeta

Tossup 5: In chariot racing, what was the backbone around which they raced?

Spina
B1: What did they use to count the number of laps in a chariot race?
Dolphins and Eggs (ova et delphines)
B2. What was the name of the white cloth which was dropped in order to start the race? Mappa

Tossup 6: What women wove a tapestry during the day and unwove it during the night to avoid having to choose a suitor while waiting for her husband, Odysseus to return from the Trojan war?
Penelope
B1. What son of Odysseus and Penelope was born just before Odysseus had to fight in the Trojan war?

Telemachus

B2. How long was Odysseus away from his homeland of Ithaka?

20 years

Tossup 7: For the verb sum, esse, give the second person singular, imperfect active indicative.

Eras

B1. Make that form present and imperative.

Es

B2. Give 2 other verbs whose present singular imperative ends in a consonant

Duco, Fero, Dico, Facio

Tossup 8: Quid anglice significat: debo.

To owe or ought

B1. Quid anglice significat: Tango

To touch

B2. Quid anglice significat: caveo

To beware

Tossup 9: Which hero, after he successfully slayed the minotaur forgot to change the color of his sails from black to white, causing his father, Aegeus to commit suicide?

Theseus

B1. Which women, a son of Minos, fell in love with Theseus and helped him to slay the minotaur?

Ariadne

B2. After Theseus abandoned Ariadne on the island of Naxos, what queen of the Amazons did he carry off as his lover?

Hippolyta

Tossup 10: From what latin verb with what meaning are the following words derived, interest, entity, and essence?

Sum, esse to be

B1: What derivative of sum esse means “present everywhere at the same time?”

Omnipresent

B2. From what other latin word with what meaning is Omnipresent derived.

Omnis all

Tossup 11: In Roman history, which famous man famously held 5 dictatorships and captured the Etruscan city of Veii?

Camilus

B1. What chieftain of the Senones supposedly said vae victis meaning woe to the conquered because the Romans had complained about the amount of gold they had to pay?

Brennus
B2. What title was given to Camillus for defeating Brennus?

_Pater Patriae_

Tossup 12: In the sentence, The children went into the forum, translate into the forum.

_in forum_

B1. Now translate that entire sentence.

_liberi ierunt/iverunt in forum_

B2. Make the verb form in that sentence future.

_Ibunt_

Tossup 13: When recognized by the moderator perform the following latin command: sta et dic moderatori “nolo respondere”

_Stand and say to the moderator I don’t want to respond_

B1. Now perform this command Facite sonum delphini

_Make the sound of a dolphin (more than one person)_

B2. Now perform this command, _lubite moderatorem tacere_

_Order the moderator to be quiet_

Tossup 14: Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos were all parts of what mythological group?

_Fates_

B1. Which of the fates was known as the cutter?

_Atropos_

B2. Which of the fates measured the thread?

_Lachesis_

Tossup 15: There were many crazy Roman emperors, but which emperor was so crazy that he tried to make his horse a consul?

_Caligula_

B1. What was the name of this horse who, according to Suetonius, had a stable of marble?

_Incitatus_

B2. What does the name Caligula mean?

_Little boot_

Tossup 16: Make the phrase this girl ablative singular.

_Hac puella_

B1. Now make that plural

_His Puellis_

B2. Now give the same form for the phrase this goddess

_His deabus_

Tossup 17: In the first declension, what three cases have the same ending?

_Nominative plural, Genitive singular, Dative singular_

B1. In latin, what two endings always match in the plural in all 5 cases

_Dative and Ablative singular_
B2. What is always the neuter plural ending in all 5 cases?
the letter a

Tossup 18: The siege of Agrigentum, the battle of Mylae, and Cape ecnomus were all battles fought in which Roman war which ended in 241 B.C.
First Punic
B1. What battle of 241 B.C finally ended the first Punic war when Catulus defeated Hanno the Great?
Aegates Islands
B2. How many wars did Rome fight with Carthage before eventually sacking it in 146 B.C?
3

Tossup 19: What god, famously killed Python at only 4 days old and had an oracle at Delphi?
Apollo
B1. Who was the mother of Apollo, who famously roamed the earth searching for a place to give birth to Apollo’s sister, Artemis and Apollo himself?
Leto
B2. What giant tried to rape Leto and was punished in the underworld by being stretched across 9 acres while a vulture ate his liver?
Tityus

Tossup 20: Translate the following sentence into English: Nonne Marcus portat aquam ad urbem?
Surely Marcus carries water to the city
B1. Now translate this sentence into English: Num Marcus portat aquam ad urbem?
Marcus isn’t carrying the water to the city is he? (accept answers where it’s clear that a no answer is expected)
B2. Now translate this sentence, Portatne Marcus aquam ad urbem?
Does Marcus carry the water to the city